
At our present stage, we have completed Step 1 of our

'Four Steps to Net Zero' chart, by calculating Scopes 1, 2

and 3 emissions. Partnering with our sustainability

partners RSK, we developed rigorous science-based

targets (SBTs), identifying areas for improvement, and

have now submitted these SBTs to the Science Based

Targets initiative (SBTi). 
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Newsletter

For the first time in our history, we

know our carbon footprint in a

credible way

Embarking on the path of emissions reduction with our

esteemed partners, RSK, we have completed the

process of calculating our carbon footprint, and the

findings are both eye-opening and crucial in shaping

our environmental efforts. 

Notably, 44% of our total footprint from Scopes 1, 2 and

3 is from direct emissions, with company-owned

vehicles accounting for 43%. As we continue to

progress, we have confronted this challenge head-on

by forging a strategic partnership with DriveElectric.
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Figure 1.0: All scopes total GHG emissions 



Each edition of the Sustainability Newsletter will feature

a different Eco Champion. This person is an exceptional

member of the team who is doing their bit to help us

reach our sustainability goals. 

Michelle, who is one our Credit Controllers, is a key

member of the Central Office Sustainability Committee

and helped enormously with the data collection

process whilst we were calculating our carbon

footprint. On top of her role at Rainbow, Michelle is

currently studying Environmental Studies at university. 
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Collaborating with the SBTi commits us to a 42%

reduction in Scopes 1 & 2 from a 2021 base year by

2030. The SBTi are a globally recognised organisation

that independently assesses corporate emissions 

reduction targets, demonstrating our commitment to meaningful climate action.

By far the largest category was direct emissions at 2,179.4 tCO2e (tonnes of carbon dioxide

equivalent), with company-owned vehicles (COV) accounting for 43%. When including

associated Transmission and Distribution (T&D) and Well To Tank (WTT) emissions, this rises to 53%

(T&D examines only electricity delivery, while WTT quantifies emissions from all upstream

production and transport of an energy carrier).

Other notable categories involve electricity consumption (including T&D and WTT) at roughly

11%, purchased goods and services at approximately 9%, commuting (including homeworking)

at 9%, and both capital goods and waste at about 8% each. 

For Scopes 1 and 2, Central Office constitute only 0.92% of total emissions. For Scope 3, Central

Office makes up 17.2%, while the network shoulder the remaining 82.8%. Collectively, across

Scopes 1, 2, and 3, Central Office's impact reaches 8.4%. This means that the total GHG

emissions for Rainbow Restoration were estimated to be 4,963.3 tCO2e. 

Our Eco Champion for this edition is

Michelle Gill

Figure 1.2: Total GHG emissions by source activity

Figure 1.1: Total GHG emissions by scope



Within our Central Office, sustainability takes centre

stage, driven by a united vision. Our current green

initiatives are:

Embracing energy-efficient lighting 

In some rooms, we've already embraced energy-

efficient LED dim lights to mitigate our carbon impact,

and we plan to implement this into other rooms. We are

also looking into automating the lighting to only be on

when needed. Findings from our Scopes 1, 2 and 3 GHG

emissions saw that 10% of our tCO2e is from electricity
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Pioneering green initiatives from

within

Sustainable event practices

Sustainable event practices manifest through the

adoption of electric vehicles and QR codes at

conferences and exhibitions, minimising paper usage

and fuel emissions effectively. Creative solutions, such

as interactive tablet-based data collection and the

replacement of traditional business cards with QR

codes, further contribute to this initiative. 

Innovative note-taking

Rocketbooks seamlessly combine paper and digital

platforms, fostering efficient sharing while minimising

waste. The average physical book generates 7.51kg of

CO2 equivalent emissions, making Rocketbooks a far

more sustainable alternative to traditional note-taking. 

Adopting new technologies

We are pleased to announce that Tramex have been

selected as the remote monitoring equipment provider

of choice across our network. Tramex are international

leaders in the design and production of moisture

meters. This technology not only enhances our ability to

restore properties effectively but also aligns with our 

consumption, making the need for energy-saving lighting vital for reducing our carbon footprint.
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With an unwavering commitment to sustainability, we

are accelerating the expansion of our fully electric

vehicle fleet. Our exhaustive analysis of Scopes 1, 2 and

3 GHG emissions has revealed a crucial focal point –

our fleet and company vehicles contribute a

staggering 43% of our emissions. Presently, we proudly

welcome three new full EVs alongside our existing

hybrid vehicle, bolstering our efforts to reduce carbon

emissions and embrace eco-friendly alternatives. Our

collaborative efforts with DriveElectric, an industry-

leading force in the electric vehicle domain, further

empower us to seamlessly integrate these cutting-edge

solutions into our fleet. 

Expanding our range of EVs

EV Partners

5 new charging points installed at Central Office

These EV charging points represent a significant

investment in a cleaner future, catering to the growing

number of EV users among our employees and visitors.

As we continue to expand our electric vehicle fleet

and encourage eco-conscious commuting practices,

these charging points will play a pivotal role in

facilitating seamless recharging.

According to a survey conducted by the US

Department of Energy, workers are 20 times more likely

to buy an electric vehicle if their employers offer free

charging at work. By embracing electric mobility and

providing convenient charging infrastructure, we are

not only transforming our Central Office into a hub of

eco-consciousness but also inspiring positive change

within our community.

sustainability principles. By adopting remote monitoring, we reduce carbon emissions from on-

site visits, optimise resource usage, and bolster transparency. This step aligns perfectly with our

commitment to eco-friendly practices and positions us as leaders in sustainable restoration.

Training and learning advancements 

Our approach to training sees exciting possibilities with digital solutions, including tablet-based

case studies and mock exams, reducing resource consumption. 

https://www.semaconnect.com/blog/benefits-of-electric-vehicle-charging-stations-on-your-property/
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Upcycling old uniforms and mugs for

sustainability

We have taken significant steps to refresh our identity

while upholding our commitment to environmental

responsibility. 

With our recent rebrand, we had a surplus of old

uniform and mugs. According to an article from the

Environment Times, it's estimated that two in seven

working adults in the UK wear a uniform at work, adding

up to around 33 million items of corporate-branded

clothing. It's also believed that the majority of these

garments, around 90%, end up in landfills every year or

are incinerated. We have successfully found a supplier

who has upcycled our old uniforms sustainably and

securely, and we’re in talks with other companies to

pulverise our old mugs for building material. 

Adopting QR codes and a 'print only

when essential' policy 

In 2022, we took a significant step towards sustainability

by implementing a 'print only when essential' policy at

our Central Office. Statistics from Restore Record

Management show that the average office worker uses

10,000 sheets of copy paper each year. Of those 10,000

sheets used, 6,800 are wasted. This underscores the

importance of our policy, highlighting the excessive

paper waste generated by traditional printing

practices.

Our physical marketing materials are following suit, with

changeable aspects of the business being accessible

by modifiable QR codes to maximise longevity.

Traditional marketing solutions such as flyers and

brochures are no longer relied upon, instead, we use

QR codes to communicate changeable aspects of the

business so we only need to update the digital version

instead of physical copies. By doing this, we not only

reduce the demand for physical materials, but we also

add a touch of modernity to our interactions.

http://www.environmenttimes.co.uk/news/item/326-tricky-recycling-of-corprate-uniforms-dealt-with-by-ocado-and-hubbub
https://www.wiseworksafe.com/category/Clothing_Workwear_Corporate_Clothing
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NETWORK FOCUS on sustainability

In each edition, we will share success stories from our

network, highlighting the contributions that each of

them has made towards our sustainability journey. We

encourage our network of franchises to reach out to us

and let us know about their efforts. 

The Rainbow Restoration team at our Swanley branch

has made great strides in sustainability over the past

year by switching to reusable plastic cable ties for

bundling cables and securing equipment. Simple

changes like this demonstrate their commitment to

workplace sustainability and waste reduction.

These reusable ties can be unfastened and refastened

repeatedly, eliminating the need to cut the ties after

each use. The trigger style quick release mechanism

can also easily be released by hand. After a year of

use, the team reports the reusable plastic ties function

just as well as disposable ties for bundling and securing

cables neatly. This simple switch to reusable cable ties

will have already diverted a large amount of single-use

plastic ties from landfills. 

Greenhouse gas equivalencies to

our emissions data


